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Warner Bros. The 1960s was a period of cultural change, and from the time the films had significant effects on global culture. Established directors like Hancock and Billy Wilder released some of their best works, while new filmmakers like Stanley Cobrick began building their careers in the decade. In addition,
independent films started to make significant balance in the mainstream. The following list contains the most important movies (though not necessarily the best during the 1960s) release. Movies are listed in order according to the release date. After releasing a successful run of classic films in the 1950s, filmmaker Billy
Wilder began the 1960s with another time comedy: Apartment. Jack Lemon stars as C.C. Baxter, an employee at a large company that allows its owners to use their apartment to engage in tramatol affairs. A lift operator (Shirley McLaine) is the target of the affection of one of his owners, But the Bater Falls. Comedy
matters cleared up with the issue of disbelief, which had already been a taboo topic in Hollywood. The apartment won five Oscars including Best Picture. Welder, Lemon, and later found for 1964's Erma La D'Oka. Important pictures Alfred Hancock was one of the big star directors during that period. Psychologically, The
Hancock cut down his usual big budget, choosing to make a small scale, black and white film instead. Psychologically tells the story of the murder in a small town's motle and the shocking discoveries that resulted from this investigation. The psychological and the braille film style and head will go to impress with the
mental and the mingling of violence, disturbing behavior, and sexuality in its famous shower scene. The Story of the West Side moved Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet to contemporary New York City. The movie version is considered by critics to be one of the best movie adaptations of a hit Broadway musical. He tested
the racial dynamics of American cities, encountered a Puerto Rican gang in a white gang and a blood clot. The Story of the West hit a box office and won 10 Academy Awards. Songs -especially somewhere (there's a place for us), america, and tonight-american music are the most popular in theater and movie history.
Bond. James Bond. British super spy James Bond, one of the most famous cinema heroes, made his debut film appearance in 1962's Doctor. Number Shan Senen stars as Bond, taking down the title character (Joseph Wassman), while the romantic honey turbot (to Ursula). The doctor had a huge hit that went on to
impress the long-running franchise. Although better Bond movies will come later in the 1960s — such as With Love russia (1963) and Goldfinger (1964) — Dr. No. No Block Buster that started it all. Over 55 years and 24 seconds later, the bond continues to grow on screen. The 1960s was a basic decade for international
film. Italian cinema, in particular, was a hit during the decade. distant The famous Italian director, Pedro Flamini, released his actor 8 1/2 as a creative block and a reflection of a filmmaker experiencing an air life crisis, and the emotional effects he faces as a result. This real reverse film impressed many filmmakers,
including Woody Allen and Terry Gallam, and was adjusted as a new musical in 2009. 8 1/2 won the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. This was Flamini's third Oscar award. Columbia Pictures is counted by critics as the best black comedy ever made, or Dr. Sstrongalovy: I've learned how to care and love
it from the bomb tape in the real fear of America's nuclear war. Director Stanley Kobrick began the project as a serious romance attached to the novel Red Alarm, but the film was produced in a comedy during the process of the production. British commander Peter Seller plays three roles, including the president of the
United States, in which an Air Force General is facing a crisis that triggered a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. Seller also plays the title role, a serious scientist. Send the government the humor of the death and international politics is a popular one. After taking the world by storm with his music, the Beatles made their
first film, A Hard Day Night, in 1964. Faab performed a remarkable performance for the comedy in the four films, which was very successful and influential. A hard day night demonstrated the cultural power of rock and roll, which will only grow through the remaining decade. It also works as a fan for future music videos.
Some movies are well-influenced as, bad, and ugly, one of the greatest vesters ever made. Italian filmmaker Sergio Leon often mocks The Sputy West (made in the budget Western Italy) in high art with his dollar trio, a trio of acclaimed Western American actor Clint Estrod. Good, bad, and ugly, Estrod plays one of three
men looking for gold buried in a growing battle of wits. The film is narrated by Anano Moriaq for his stunning konmatography and beloved music. Bonnie and Clyde, who stars As the title characters to Fi and Warren, were one of the first films to be made by the Glamour criminals since the 1930s. Director Arthur Penn
pushed the envelope with the violence and the sexual movie's intensity. The warner brothers thought that this creative selection would drown the movie, but Bonnie and Clyde ended up to become a huge hit. The filmmakers led the violence of Bonnie and Clyde. The film is considered to be a hit in the new Hollywood era
of the 1970s. One of the first Hollywood movies in the summer of the night is the hero who stars as an African American leader. Sydney Potter stars as Wargal Tubbs, a Philadelphia detective who is arrested in Mississippi as a murder suspect and ends up working on the case. The film, which examines racial prejudice,
felt it was released during the re-evaluation. In the United States of America, in 1967, Potoreer also made a star in two other observations: head, love and guessing with who is coming to dinner. In the summer of the night I won five Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Two after the Seiclys Ibnit Potore. Comedy Mel



Brooks made his debut with the producer, a comedy film about a washed-up Broadway producer (Zero Mostel) and an accountant (Jane Wilder) who made a scheme to make money off a music that is sure to stop The terrible result, a musical spring within a terrible musical for Hitler, is one of the most memorable
moments in Hollywood history. Nearly 35 years after the release of the film, Brooks wrote a musical adaptation of the producer who was greatly successful. The science fiction planet of eb is a space traveler (Charleston Houston) planet which is ordered by a planet-ready Eb ruled by the eb who is a human slave. The
arrival of space travelers is a threat to the upend monkey society. The planet of the eb received great acclaim for its makeup effects, social commentary, and, most of all, its striking turn-off. It was followed by four sequels, a TV series, and a cartoon series. More of the eBay movies followed the planet in the 21st century.
Four years after Dr. Stringalovi, filmmaker Stanley Kobrick returned with equally exciting 2001: A Space Odice. The film's classes traced the future of human history to the 2001 opening of the fountain. The story of Epsodak opens up a lot of film to explain. 2001 won the Best Visual Effects Oscar and is considered a
landmark film in the special effects field. Today's Zombie movies and TV shows that perhaps the biggest horror movie ever made: The Night of the Dead. This freely made-harer feature has encouraged countless Horror filmmakers, and its truly dynamic scene creates conflict with the audience. Director George A.
Romero said he was an African American actor who was the lead actor only because he was the best actress. However, critics suggested that the casting was a sign that the film was a hit for the racist and civil rights movement. Regardless of the original intention, The Night of the Dead is now considered a game-
changing movie. Romero directed five seiclis from 1978 to 2009. Countless amaters have followed, including the popular running Dead TV series. Easy Traveler demonstrated a new style of realism in the duping. In this low-budget Road movie, Dennis Hopper and Peter Fonda play a couple of drug-trafficking bikers
traveling across the United States. After the highly positive reception at the 1969 Cannes Film Festival, Easy Traveler became a big hit in the United States. The sound, which featured Steppanov, Band, and Jimmy Hanks, was equally popular. Easy Travelermarked a move towards free-swinging and the new Hollywood
era of the 1970s.
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